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1 Executive Summary8

One of the most important scientific goals of the next decade is to reveal the nature of dark matter (DM).9

A diverse, continuous portfolio of experiments that includes both direct and indirect detection techniques10

at multiple scales maximizes the possibility of discovering particle dark matter. Detailed calibrations and11

modeling of signal and background processes are required to make a convincing discovery. The US has a12

leading role in both direct and indirect detection dark matter experiments, and it is imperative to support13

a robust R&D program to develop technologies to maintain this leading role.14

Dark matter exists15

We have strong astronomical evidence across many scales, ranging from galactic rotation curves to the Cosmic16

Microwave Background, indicating that 80% of the matter in our Universe consists of non-baryonic matter17

known as “dark matter”. The steady collection of this evidence over the last eight decades strongly suggests18

that DM consists of one or more new particles not contained within the Standard Model (SM) of Particle19

Physics. From these observations, we can set some basic requirements on DM. The DM must be stable with20

a lifetime much longer than the age of the Universe, it must form cosmological structures consistent with21

observations, and it must be produced in the early Universe. From these requirements, we can infer some22

of the general properties of DM. The formation of consistent cosmological structures sets a limit on the23

strength of DM interactions, both with the SM and with itself. DM production in the early Universe may24

occur through a wide range of channels, but many of these furthermore require non-gravitational interactions25

in some form.26

Particle dark matter is theoretically well-motivated27

There is a wealth of scenarios for DM that are consistent with these observations and requirements. The28

range of theoretically motivated DM candidates span mass ranges from mχ ∼ 10−22 eV, which is the lightest29

mass that is still consistent with galactic structure, to that of macroscopic objects which can be several30

hundreds of solar masses. This report focuses on DM candidates with masses in the eV to 100 TeV range,31

with a subset of candidates extending out to the Planck scale (mχ ∼ MPl = 1019 GeV). In this mass range,32

DM candidates are best described by a particle picture and we denote these candidates as particle dark33

matter. Theoretically motivated paradigms of DM within the category of particle dark matter include those34

of supersymmetry (SUSY), asymmetric DM, and hidden sectors which span the entirety of the mass range.35

For a given cosmological history of the DM, these paradigms can be quite predictive, giving rise to specific36

DM mass scales and interactions.37
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A diverse portfolio maximizes the possibility of discovering particle dark mat-38

ter39

Different DM candidates lead to vastly different detector signatures. The strong observational evidence that40

supports the existence of DM is entirely due to the gravitational influence of DM on visible matter. To41

understand the particle nature of DM, it is imperative to also understand its non-gravitational interactions.42

These interactions could involve photons and other bosons, leptons, nuclear matter such as quarks and43

gluons, or other unknown particles that live within the hidden sector. Therefore, we must employ multiple44

direct detection and indirect detection techniques, including both mature techniques at large scales and45

newer ideas at small scales. R&D towards improved detector technologies, improved signal and background46

calibrations and characterizations, and improved theoretical understanding of dark matter interactions in47

various materials, are fundamental and crucial to a comprehensive exploration of the dark sector.48

Importantly, both direct and indirect detection, and other Cosmic Frontier probes, are the only way to49

connect an observed DM candidate with its astrophysical environment. Indirect detection probes time and50

distance scales that dwarf those probed by any terrestrial detector, allowing for unique sensitivity to certain51

properties of DM. For example, if the DM is not absolutely stable, its decay lifetime is longer than the age52

of the universe and so is likely to be measurable only by indirect methods. Direct detection experiments are53

adaptable, and can respond readily to signals or hints or the lack thereof to mitigate systematic backgrounds54

or redirect to new parameter space. Furthermore, direct detection experiments can be, and often are,55

adjusted, upgraded, fixed, or moved to confirm or disprove any observation of DM that may arise.56

Understanding how signals and backgrounds manifest in an experiment is es-57

sential to making a detection58

Precise and accurate modeling of both signal and background, informed by calibration and propagated via59

simulation, is essential to confirm and validate any current or future potential DM signal. For indirect detec-60

tion experiments, it is necessary to have an improved understanding of a range of astrophysical backgrounds61

and processes, including as one example cosmic ray production and propagation. For direct detection exper-62

iments, future advances will require an improved understanding of threshold effects, radiogenic backgrounds,63

dark noise, and the optical and atomic properties of materials.64

2 Introduction65

This report is primarily based on community input on big questions in the search for particle DM, summarized66

in eight solicited Snowmass white papers. These papers focused, respectively, on the following topics:67

• WP1 – Dark matter direct detection to the neutrino fog [1]68

• WP2 – The landscape of low-threshold dark matter direct detection in the next decade [2]69

• WP3 – Calibrations and backgrounds for dark matter direct detection [3]70

• WP4 – Modeling, statistics, simulations, and computing needs for direct dark matter detection [4]71

• WP5 – The landscape of cosmic-ray and high-energy photon probes of particle dark matter [5]72

• WP6 – Puzzling excesses in dark matter searches and how to resolve them [6]73

• WP7 – Synergies between dark matter searches and multiwavelength/multimessenger astrophysics [7]74

• WP8 – Ultraheavy particle dark matter [8]75
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Dark matter is a fundamental mystery of high energy physics76

We have strong astronomical evidence across many scales, ranging from galactic rotation curves to the Cosmic77

Microwave Background, which indicates that 80% of the matter in our Universe consists of non-baryonic78

matter known as “dark matter” [9]. The steady collection of this evidence over the last century strongly79

indicates that DM is a new particle not contained within the Standard Model of Particle Physics, that the80

DM must be stable with a lifetime much longer than the age of the Universe, and that the DM was produced81

in the early Universe. This last feature alludes to non-gravitational interactions. Furthermore, the DM must82

form cosmological structures consistent with observations, which in turn sets a limit on the strength of the83

DM interactions with the SM and with itself.84

Understanding the nature of DM is a top priority within the High-Energy Physics (HEP) community.85

In 2014, the Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel (P5) identified the search for DM as one of the86

five priority science drivers for the HEP Program [10]. “Dark matter” was the most common phrase among87

the Letters of Interest submitted by the entire HEP community in the run up to Snowmass 2022 [11]. Dark88

matter is a fundamental mystery of high energy physics.89

There is a wide range of viable particle DM candidates90

There are many theoretically motivated DM candidates capable of explaining the astrophysical evidence91

for DM, which span mass ranges from the lightest masses that are still consistent with galactic structure92

(mχ ∼ 10−22 eV) to macroscopic objects that can be several hundreds of solar masses. This report focuses93

on particle DM candidates with masses from the eV range to the Planck scale (mχ ∼ MPl = 1019 GeV). In94

this mass range, DM candidates are best described by a particle picture and we denote these candidates as95

particle DM. 196

The eV-MPl range of particle DM candidates can be further sub-divided into three categories:97

• 1 eV≲ mχ ≲ 1 GeV: “Light” DM98

• 1 GeV≲ mχ ≲ 100 TeV: “Heavy” DM99

• mχ ≳ 100 TeV: “Ultra-Heavy” DM (UHDM)100

The most well-known DM candidates in this mass range are the weakly-interacting massive particles101

(WIMPs) which have masses between 1 GeV to 100 TeV, interact weakly with the SM, and fall into the102

“heavy” DM category. Such candidates are strongly motivated in particle physics and frequently appear103

in supersymmetric (SUSY) models designed to address the gauge hierarchy problem.2 WIMPs are also104

appealing on cosmological grounds as they lead to the correct relic density of DM through either mechanisms105

of thermal freeze-out (“WIMP miracle”) or through a connection of the DM asymmetry to the baryon-106

antibaryon asymmetry (“asymmetric DM”). The latter mechanism naturally accommodates DM candidates107

with masses around a few GeV but this range can be extended to both lower and higher masses. Despite the108

advances in sensitivity made by accelerator and cosmic DM searches over the past decade, WIMPs remain109

a well-motivated DM candidate providing a rich suite of accessible targets for next generation experiments.110

There are many classes of models for UHDM candidates, including WIMPzillas, strangelets, and Q-111

balls [8, 12, 13]. Non-thermal UHDM candidates, known as WIMPzillas, are a generic phenomenon of112

inflationary cosmology [14, 15], whereas Q-balls (e.g. [16]) provide a candidate that explains both baryo-113

genesis and DM, with a potential connection to inflation. Nuggets of quarks formed in first-order phase114

transitions result in strangelets that are viable DM candidates [17].115

In the last decade, the DM community has realized that DM may be just one particle of many that116

comprise a “hidden sector” that contains its own matter and force particles. Importantly, a hidden sector with117

typical mass scales of a few tens of GeV or lower must be weakly coupled to the SM. One can systematically118

write down the renormalizable couplings between the hidden sector and the SM, which define portals that119

1For DM masses above an eV, the occupation number of particles within a volume of radius equal to the de Broglie wavelength
is around unity or smaller (nχλ3

dB ≪ 1). For mass-scales well below an eV, the occupation number is much higher and DM is
better described by a wave picture (nχλ3

dB ≫ 1). This latter category of DM candidates, which contains the QCD axion, is
covered by the topical working group on Wave-Like Dark Matter (CF2).

2The large discrepancy between the electroweak scales of O(100 GeV) and MPl is known as the gauge hierarchy problem.
The resolution of this problem remains one of the outstanding issues of particle physics.
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lead to distinct and predictive interactions between DM and the SM [18–25]. As such, models of hidden sector120

DM contain rich phenomenology to search for the DM, the mediator, as well as interactions within the hidden121

sector itself. DM candidates that live in a hidden sector can span the entire range of particle DM masses but122

are especially of interest for candidates of “light” DM. The observation of non-zero neutrino masses motivates123

the existence of right-handed or sterile neutrinos. For certain ranges of masses and interaction strengths,124

these neutrinos are also candidates for DM with masses around a ranging from the Tremaine-Gunn bound125

of a few hundred eV to tens of keV [26–28]. These BSM neutrinos provide another class of motivated and126

predictive “light” DM candidates.127

Diversity of project scales maximizes our possibilities of discovering DM128

As we see, there are several theoretically motivated avenues for DM candidates that lead to strikingly129

different observational signatures. The strong observational signatures which support the existence of DM130

are all a result of the gravitational influence of DM on visible matter. To understand the particle nature131

of DM, we must also understand its non-gravitational interactions, which requires probes of all potential132

DM interactions: with photons, electrons, neutrinos, and quarks, or with other unknown particles that live133

within the hidden sector.134

As such, uncovering the particle nature of DM requires a multi-pronged search strategy to thoroughly135

study all its potential non-gravitational interactions including: the interaction of DM with targets in a136

detector (direct detection); through the detection of SM particles that result from decays or annihilations137

of DM (indirect detection); through the production DM in colliders or accelerators; and through the138

effects of DM-SM interactions on astrophysical systems. Within direct detection, experimental signatures139

include scintillation photons, ionization electrons, and phonons. For indirect detection, the experimental140

signatures include photons, cosmic-rays, and neutrinos at energy scales from keV-ZeV. In addition to these141

two classes of DM probes, there are cosmic and accelerator/collider probes. Discussion of these additional142

probes can be found in the reports of topical groups working on cosmic probes of dark matter (CF3) and143

fundamental physics more broadly (CF7), dark matter at colliders (EF10), and dark sector studies at high144

intensities (RF6).145

The P5 recommendations of 2014 included increased funding of the then-current generation of direct146

detection experiments (“Generation 2 ” or “G2”), support for one or more next generation experiments147

(“Generation 3” or “G3”), maintaining a program at smaller scale to support new ideas and developments,148

and investment in the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) experiment. The G2 experiments are now in149

operations, but there has been no movement in the US towards a next generation program. In 2018, the150

Basic Research Needs Dark Matter New Initiatives program [29] led to the development of several promising151

direct detection ideas; this process was very valuable to the community and provides a useful model for152

supporting smaller projects of all kinds going forward.153

Today, the field of particle dark matter is still growing rapidly, generating promising ideas to probe DM154

in all of its possible variations. A diverse, continuous portfolio of experiments that includes both direct and155

indirect detection techniques at multiple scales maximizes the possibility of discovering particle dark matter.156

Detailed calibrations and modeling of signal and background processes are required to make a convincing157

discovery. The US has a leading role in both direct and indirect detection dark matter experiments, and it158

is imperative to maintain a robust R&D program to develop technologies that enable this pursuit.159

The remainder of this report will summarize the status and prospects for observing particle DM for the160

two categories of direct and indirect detection.161

3 Indirect Detection162

3.1 Introduction163

Indirect probes of particle DM are generally those that search for the signatures of DM interactions through-164

out the cosmos, in contrast to direct probes which search for DM interactions within a detector volume.165

The primary program of indirect detection is to search for “cosmic messengers” produced directly by DM166

interactions, in particular via annihilation or decay of the DM. Indirect detection searches have traditionally167

relied on photon and cosmic ray messengers due to their relative ease of detection. However, the rise of168
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neutrino observatories as well as the detection of gravitational waves have augmented the family of messen-169

gers to include neutrinos and gravitational waves, e.g. [30]. There are also powerful cosmic probes of DM170

using “natural laboratories”, where astrophysical objects are affected by the presence and/or interactions of171

DM, which can have important commonalities with “cosmic messenger” searches; we discuss some aspects172

of these searches briefly, while ceding a more in-depth discussion to papers from the dedicated topical group173

on Cosmic Probes of Dark Matter, e.g. [31].174

Indirect detection probes time and distance scales that dwarf those probed by any terrestrial detector,175

allowing for unique sensitivity to certain properties of DM; for example, if the DM is not absolutely stable,176

its decay lifetime is longer than the age of the universe and so is likely to be measurable only by indirect177

methods.178

Typically annihilation and decay of DM produce signals with characteristic energy scales set by the179

DM mass, although there are also frequently secondary signals at much lower energies (e.g. arising from180

synchrotron and bremsstrahlung from electrons and positrons [32], or pair production from very-high-energy181

photons [33–37]); this allows indirect searches to probe DM at much higher masses than their nominal182

energy scales. There are existing (and proposed new) technologies for measuring cosmic messengers over183

an enormous range of energy scales, from sub-eV to ZeV, providing sensitivity to a correspondingly wide184

range of DM masses. Especially for higher DM masses, where abundant energy is available to produce185

the full range of Standard Model particles, indirect signals are generically expected to be multi-messenger186

and multi-scale [8]. As a result, a broad program of multi-messenger and multi-wavelength probes both187

maximizes sensitivity and allows powerful internal consistency checks on a putative signal (which are often188

quite model-independent).189

At the same time, indirect searches frequently encounter large systematic uncertainties and backgrounds190

surrounding the DM and its environment. A confirmed detection of a DM signal will likely require robust191

characterization of emission unrelated to DM, so that the signal of interest may shine through. Multiwave-192

length and multimessenger observations and analysis offer the promise of helping identify, quantify, and193

remove these backgrounds to DM searches. In particular, there are currently a number of detected excesses194

above currently-understood backgrounds; understanding the origin of these excesses could provide important195

insights into backgrounds or even reveal a DM signal.196

3.2 Science targets for indirect detection197

As discussed in Sec. 2, it is convenient to subdivide particle DM candidates by their mass into “light” (sub-198

GeV), “heavy” or “electroweak scale” (GeV–100 TeV), and “ultra-heavy” (≫ 100 TeV). WIMPs, falling in199

the “heavy” range, are perhaps the longest-studied candidate, and can be probed synergistically by indirect,200

direct, and collider searches. In this mass range, one widely-used benchmark for indirect detection is the201

thermal freeze-out mechanism, where the annihilation rate of DM in the early universe controls its late-time202

abundance.203

Under assumptions of a standard cosmological history, this classic scenario requires a nearly mass-204

independent annihilation cross section of 2−5×10−26 cm3/s [38] for self-conjugate dark matter annihilating205

through a 2-body process with a cross section that is close to velocity-independent in the non-relativistic206

limit (the required cross-section is doubled if the dark matter and anti-matter are separate particles with207

equal abundances). If the cross section does not evolve with time, then this mechanism directly predicts an208

annihilation cross section that can be observed today, with no free parameters.209

In principle, this is a simple and viable way of generating the observed relic abundance for DM masses as210

light as 1 MeV or as heavy as 100 TeV, without modifying the cosmological history; at lower masses, some211

additional ingredients are typically needed to avoid disruption of Big Bang nucleosynthesis, which occurs at212

MeV-scale temperatures, e.g. [39]. At masses above 100 TeV, unitarity sets largely model-independent upper213

limits on the annihilation cross section, leading to a prediction that thermal relic DM should overclose the214

universe, e.g. [40, 41]. Current constraints typically exclude this thermal relic cross section, for annihilation215

into any Standard Model final states except neutrinos, for DM masses below 10-100 GeV, e.g. [42].216

There are many variations on this scenario (a more in-depth discussion of the theoretical possibilities217

may be found in [13]). A simple modification is that the DM may be asymmetric, with less anti-DM than218

DM; in this case, or more generally if the annihilation requires the presence of a partner particle that is219

depleted in the late universe, that asymmetry may cut off annihilation at late times and strongly suppress220
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indirect signals. The cross section may be suppressed at low velocities, or may require more than two221

particles in the initial state, both of which suppress indirect detection signals compared to the freeze-out222

epoch (characterized by much higher density and temperature). These modifications open up thermal relic223

parameter space in the “light DM” mass range. At higher masses, modifications to the assumed cosmological224

history can greatly modify the permissible parameter space, extending the upper mass bound to 1010 GeV225

or higher; examples of such modifications include an epoch of early matter domination, a phase transition226

involving the DM, and/or dilution of the DM by the decays of other particles, e.g. [43–49]. Furthermore,227

independent of its mass scale, the DM need never achieve thermal equilibrium with the Standard Model –228

thermal freeze-out is a classic benchmark but far from the only possibility.229

In the “light” sub-GeV mass range, another well-motivated target is the keV-scale sterile neutrino.230

Constraints from production in the early universe [50, 51], structure formation [52], and X-ray telescopes [53–231

60] have narrowed the viable parameter space in the simplest models to a small region.232

Beyond these benchmarks, non-thermal production scenarios include freeze-in, out-of-equilibrium decay233

of a heavy field, phase transitions, gravitational particle production, and decay of black holes to Planck-scale234

relics (see [5, 8, 13] for a more in-depth discussion of these scenarios and further references). Taken together,235

these scenarios can accommodate particle DM candidates across the full mass range we consider, and can236

allow for striking indirect signatures; while annihilation signatures are suppressed at high masses, there can237

still be detectable multimessenger and multiwavelength signals from decays. At mass scales below those we238

consider, in the wave-like regime, observations of cosmic messengers and natural laboratories can also place239

powerful bounds on interconversions between visible particles and very light non-thermal DM; we will not240

discuss such bounds further in this report, but mention them as an example of synergy.241

3.3 The path toward dark matter discovery with indirect detection242

3.3.1 Improving discovery potential for particle dark matter across its full mass range243

Indirect searches for DM span a vast range of target regions, energy scales, and messengers. Observations244

of galaxy clusters, dwarf galaxies, the Andromeda galaxy, the Magellanic clouds, the Sun, diffuse emission245

and possible DM clumps in the Milky Way, the extragalactic background light, and the Milky Way Galactic246

Center, have all been used to set limits on the interactions of DM (see [5, 6] for further discussion and247

references), and future instruments will allow us to improve the sensitivity of these probes. At low energies,248

the strongest current limits from classic indirect detection typically arise from cosmic-ray and gamma-ray249

searches, but neutrino bounds can take over for decaying DM at masses above 10 TeV [8, 61, 62].250

Celestial bodies, as natural laboratories, may in some circumstances play an important role in mediating251

the signals of DM interactions – e.g. via annihilation of DM captured in the Sun, by the heating of neutron252

stars from DM scattering, or by accumulation of DM leading to low-mass black hole formation. Some such253

signals will be visible to standard indirect searches, but others will require dedicated analyses – e.g. upcoming254

infrared telescopes such as the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT)255

and the Extremely Large Telescope (ELT) can search for cold neutron stars [63], and gravitational wave256

experiments could detect or exclude a black hole population formed by dark-matter-induced collapse [64].257

Given the wide range of plausible DM scenarios, it is important to continue a broad program of indirect258

searches with sensitivity to different energy scales and cosmic messengers. Beyond individual observations,259

combining and cross-correlating searches can improve sensitivity and our ability to reject complex back-260

grounds. In addition, we strongly encourage experimental collaborations to display the full extent of their261

inferred limits along the DM mass axis; as discussed above, secondary particle production means that mea-262

surements at a given energy scale can often be sensitive to much higher DM masses, and often these limits263

are artificially cut off as part of the analysis.264

Within this broad framework, if we focus on cosmic messenger searches with gamma rays and charged265

cosmic rays, specific directions being pursued by proposed instruments include:266

• Testing the thermal relic cross section across its full mass range (in the standard cosmological history),267

from MeV – 100 TeV.268

• Improving sensitivity to MeV-GeV gamma-rays, where there is currently a sensitivity gap compared to269

lower- or higher-energy photons, and the potential to explore wide swaths of currently unconstrained270

parameter space.271
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• Improving sensitivity in the X-ray band, especially to monochromatic line signals via improved energy272

resolution; near-future experiments may achieve sufficient resolution to resolve Doppler broadening273

from the velocity of DM in the Milky Way halo.274

• Developing methods that can detect low-energy (non-relativistic) antimatter cosmic rays. A confirmed275

detection of low-energy antideuterons or antihelium would be transformative, as these channels are276

thought to be essentially background-free.277

• Improving the characterization of key backgrounds and systematic uncertainties in a range of searches,278

both generally and as a step to resolving the origins of various currently-unexplained excesses.279

3.3.2 Enabling discovery with complementary measurements and modeling280

For most possible indirect signals of DM interactions, an accurate understanding of relevant astrophysical281

processes and backgrounds is essential for reliably translating observations into constraints on – or a discovery282

of – DM physics. There are only a handful of plausible signals that are believed to be effectively background-283

free; examples include gamma-ray spectral lines and production of low-energy antideuterons. Exploring284

these channels is necessary, but other searches may have higher sensitivity if backgrounds can be controlled.285

Table 1 outlines some categories of backgrounds for the specific case of gamma-ray searches.286

Consequently, there is an extensive class of measurements which are important for enabling future indirect287

probes of DM physics, even if they do not involve directly measuring cosmic messengers from DM interactions.288

We describe some of these below.289

Galactic diffuse Unresolved Instrumental
emission Sources Systematics

MeV DM • •
GeV DM @GC • •
GeV DM @M31 • •
GeV DM @dSphs •
GeV DM @clusters •

Heavy DM • •

Table 1: Summary of DM searches with gamma rays and the main categories of backgrounds. Bullet points
illustrate the main relevant backgrounds; other backgrounds can still be relevant under specific conditions.
Here, heavy DM refers to DM above the electroweak scale. Reproduced from Ref. [5].

Cosmic ray production, composition, and propagation290

This section draws extensively on discussions in WP5, WP6, and WP7 [5–7].291

Charged cosmic rays can arise either as cosmic messengers of DM physics or through a myriad of energetic292

processes in our Galaxy and beyond. Understanding how these particles are produced and then propagate293

from their sources to Earth is a key ingredient in both signal and background modeling for charged-particle294

searches. Furthermore, because the cosmic rays can produce photons and neutrinos as they interact with295

the interstellar gas and radiation, their behavior is also a key input for searches in these channels. In cases296

where the DM itself, or a particle produced by its decays, carries a tiny electric charge, magnetic fields could297

modify the distribution of DM and/or its signals. It is challenging to measure the magnetic field in dark298

structures (such as dwarf spheroidal galaxies or the external regions of spiral galaxies and clusters), but299

great progress is expected in the coming years due to next-generation radio telescopes, such as the Square300

Kilometer Array (SKA) [65].301

Ongoing cosmic-ray observations of multiple species, including unstable species, can help constrain prop-302

agation, e.g. [66–73]. Improvements in modeling and simulation of the sources of cosmic rays, with careful303

study of uncertainties related both to production and propagation, would be valuable in this regard. Another304

direction for improvement is the full understanding of the experimental uncertainties in cosmic-ray measure-305

ments and their correlations, particularly from the AMS-02 experiment, which may require collaboration306

between the experimental and theoretical communities.307
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For positrons, in particular, recent observations of TeV gamma-ray halos around pulsars suggest that308

these are a major source of high-energy positrons [74, 75]. Future observations of these halos from ground-309

based gamma-ray experiments such as the High Altitude Water Cherenkov Experiment (HAWC), the Large310

High Altitude Air Shower Observatory (LHAASO) and CTA will have the capacity to probe the injection311

spectrum of these positrons and the size of the low diffusion bubble present around sources. More generally,312

multiwavelength observations of the Galaxy in photons will continue to help constrain cosmic-ray populations313

via their secondary emission, and to search for the sources of cosmic rays.314

The production cross sections for photons and antiparticles in cosmic ray collisions with the gas still315

have large uncertainties in many cases. In particular, very few direct measurements exist for antiproton316

production from protons interacting with heavier nuclei, and there are substantial uncertainties in the cross317

sections for positron production in the GeV-TeV range, via p+ p → e+ +X and p+He → e+ +X.318

These uncertainties both impact predictions for backgrounds, and potentially bias the inference of cosmic319

ray propagation parameters from measurements of the cosmic-ray spectra at Earth. Furthermore, to the320

extent that the models entering into these cross sections are also used to predict antiparticle signatures from321

DM annihilation or decay, data that allows refinement of the models will directly impact predictions of DM322

signals. In particular, the yield of antideuterons and antihelium depends on the details of hadronization323

and coalescence once quarks are produced, either in purely Standard Model collisions or in hypothetical DM324

interactions.325

This is an area where considerable improvement is possible in the near future. Measurements from326

fixed-target accelerator experiments, covering a range of energies, with the capacity to detect antiproton,327

antideuteron and anti-helium nuclei, will be of great benefit to achieve reduced cross-sectional uncertainties.328

Measurements of relevant cross sections have been performed and/or proposed at both current experiments329

such as NA61/SHINE [76], ALICE [77], and LHCb [78], and the planned experiment AMBER [79] (the330

next-generation successor of the CERN SPS COMPASS experiment); details may be found in [5].331

The Galactic diffuse photon emission332

This section draws extensively on discussions in WP6 and WP7 [6, 7].333

As Earth is embedded within the Milky Way Galaxy, essentially all photon-based indirect DM searches334

require some model for the Galactic foregrounds. These foregrounds can depend on the distribution of gas,335

cosmic rays, and radiation throughout the Milky Way, the turbulent and regular components of the Galactic336

magnetic field, and large-scale structures such as the Fermi Bubbles.337

To quote from [7], “the single most important challenge in generating accurate Galactic diffuse emission338

models remains obtaining accurate distributions of input ingredients, e.g. , cosmic-ray sources, magnetic339

fields, and target gas densities”. Refs. [6, 7] discuss a number of avenues to improve the current situation,340

including:341

• Use of multiwavelength and multimessenger data, such as new maps of the interstellar dust, new342

constraints on the interstellar radiation field as a function of frequency, and improved measurements343

of the magnetic field from upcoming radio telescopes,344

• Development of improved tracers for components of the interstellar gas, particularly molecular hydro-345

gen,346

• Improved modeling techniques, in particular avoiding unnecessary simplifying assumptions, accounting347

for non-steady-state behavior, incorporating insights from simulations, and performing careful error348

propagation to allow for marginalization over systematic uncertainties.349

In addition to improving the input ingredients, sideband analyses, such as studies of MeV gamma-rays350

in cases where the dominant signal is expected in the GeV band, can be powerful in informing data-driven351

models of the backgrounds. In particular, better modeling the MeV-band diffuse emission in the inner Galaxy352

could test scenarios for excess emission both at higher energies (the “GeV excess”) and lower energies (excess353

511 keV emission).354

In modeling the diffuse emission, it will likely be necessary to go beyond simplifying assumptions of355

cylindrical symmetry and conduct anisotropic, three-dimensional modeling of the diffuse emission. Promising356

initial work [80, 81] remains impeded by computational challenges, and modeling and computational strides357

are urgently required to reduce the systematic Galactic diffuse emission uncertainties.358
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The dark matter density distribution359

All indirect probes of DM interactions depend on some model of the density for DM in the target region.360

There are substantial theoretical and observational uncertainties in these density profiles, even in the case361

where DM is assumed to be collisionless; these uncertainties are amplified if the DM has substantial inter-362

actions with DM or other particles.363

Ref. [7] discusses a number of efforts underway on the theory/analysis side to improve reconstruction364

of DM density profiles from stellar data, minimizing unwarranted simplifying assumptions. Correctly mod-365

eling baryonic physics and the associated uncertainties is also a major ongoing challenge for cutting-edge366

hydrodynamical simulations.367

On the observational side, searches for new dwarf galaxies with the Vera Rubin Observatory have the368

potential to identify promising new targets for indirect detection, and Gaia stellar data can be used to369

constrain the DM distribution of the Milky Way (albeit with large uncertainties especially toward the Galactic370

Center) [6, 82].371

Other complementary measurements and analyses372

Measurements of the intergalactic photon background at a range of energies can be sensitive to DM in-373

teractions, but the dominant flux is astrophysical; measurements that constrain the properties of other374

extragalactic contributions to this background light allow for improved DM searches. Similarly, a better375

understanding of the sources of diffuse neutrino flux could strengthen neutrino constraints on very heavy376

DM, and a better understanding of the composition of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays could shed light on377

their origin and any possible new physics contributions. Particles produced in collisions of cosmic rays with378

the atmosphere also provide a search channel for a range of DM models. At lower energies, neutrinos serve as379

a background for direct detection; paleodetectors, which are discussed in Sec. 4.3.1, could potentially probe380

the neutrino flux as a function of time.381

Pulsars generate both cosmic rays and gamma rays and can have energy distributions that resemble382

those expected from annihilation/decay processes, thus providing challenging backgrounds for a range of DM383

indirect searches. Searches for pulsars at radio and X-ray wavelengths have a long history, and upcoming384

telescopes will improve the sensitivity of such searches significantly, in particular offering the possibility385

of detection of a population of pulsars in the Galactic bulge that would be a background for Galactic386

Center searches [83, 84]. Recent studies of TeV halos around nearby pulsars suggest that TeV gamma-ray387

observations may also be able to meaningfully constrain pulsar populations [85, 86]. In the future, 3rd388

generation ground-based gravitational wave telescopes have the potential to detect pulsar populations in the389

Galactic bulge via their contribution to the Galactic stochastic gravitational wave background [87]. More390

realistic simulation-based studies of population synthesis and dynamical evolution (including stellar binary391

interactions, pulsar kicks, and mixed formation scenarios) would be helpful to reduce the theory uncertainties392

on the expected spatial morphology and luminosity function of any population of millisecond pulsars in the393

inner Galaxy.394

Black holes could serve as DM candidates themselves, or as celestial laboratories for DM searches. These395

possibilities are discussed in dedicated Snowmass White Papers [31, 88], so we will only mention them396

briefly here. Gravitational wave searches can probe the population of black hole mergers and thus constrain397

the primordial black hole abundance, in particular by exploiting information on the spin, eccentricities, and398

mass spectrum (see Ref. [7] and references therein). Measurements of the stochastic gravitational wave399

background could also constrain a high-redshift contribution from primordial black holes, or their formation400

mechanism [89–91]. For primordial black hole searches, astrophysical black holes act as a background, and401

thus studies of the formation, evolution and signatures of astrophysical black holes may have implications402

for DM searches. Primordial black hole DM could also lead to implosion of neutron stars [92], and thus403

improved observations of the neutron star population could provide relevant constraints.404

General theory and analysis needs405

Applying this rich ensemble of multiwavelength and multimessenger observations to elicit information about406

DM physics will require dedicated efforts with regard to theory, modeling, and computation.407
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To quote from [7], “The ongoing development of open-source tools and the definition of standards that408

facilitate the sharing of data will be crucial to fully exploit the synergies between different wavelengths and409

astrophysical messengers”. There are already some packages and frameworks of this type, such as Gammapy410

and the Multi-Mission Maximum Likelihood (3ML) framework [93], which could serve as a basis for future411

work in this direction.412

The characterization of spatial structure at different scales, including the detection of point sources and413

separation of point sources from diffuse emission, is a generic problem in a number of indirect searches.414

A number of analysis techniques have been developed to handle the regime where one cannot characterize415

individual sources but must instead study the population as a whole. Such strategies include study of the416

angular power spectrum [94–98], probabilistic cataloguing [99, 100], pixel count statistics with non-Poissonian417

template fitting [101–105] and the Compound Poisson Generator framework [106], use of trained neural418

networks and likelihood-free inference [107–110], wavelet decomposition of images to identify structures at419

different scales [111–114], and cross-correlations between related datasets, e.g. [115–121]. Cross-correlation420

in particular may benefit from simultaneous progress in expanding several related datasets; for example, the421

Vera C. Rubin Observatory will increase sky coverage of existing lensing maps by some factor ∼ 10 or more,422

improving the prospects for correlations between gamma-ray signals and lensing maps [7]. Many of these423

methods are at a relatively early stage and will benefit from further development.424

For ultraheavy DM, a detailed understanding of propagation effects can become important even for pho-425

tons, as sufficiently high-energy photons can pair produce on the intergalactic radiation field. Furthermore,426

for DM masses far above the weak scale, standard event generators (such as Pythia [122–124]) become in-427

sufficient to model the production of stable particles from decays of the initial unstable decay/annihilation428

products. Some theoretical work has already been done on this front [125], but further work will be re-429

quired to ensure the availability of accurate and precise predictions for how heavy DM should appear in our430

telescopes.431

3.3.3 Paths to resolving current puzzling excesses432

This section draws heavily on the conclusions of WP6 [6].433

Many tantalizing excesses have been reported across DM indirect detection experiments. These excesses434

may or may not hold clues to DM physics, but – in that they are currently unresolved – they signal areas435

where our understanding of background and/or signal uncertainties requires improvement in order to either436

confirm or exclude a DM interpretation. Here we discuss how the advances discussed above would provide437

a path toward resolving the origin of these excesses.438

Galactic Center excess in GeV-scale gamma rays439

A GeV-scale excess at the heart of our Galaxy has been detected in gamma rays by the Fermi Large440

Area Telescope (Fermi-LAT), with high statistical significance. Leading explanations are either weak-scale441

annihilating DM, or a new population of gamma-ray emitting pulsars. The key barrier to understanding442

the nature of the excess is obtaining an accurate model for the Galactic diffuse gamma-ray foreground –443

this component makes up the bulk of the gamma rays in the region, but is not well understood. The444

measurements and theory advances discussed above to improve our understanding of cosmic-ray propagation,445

Galactic diffuse gamma rays, and multiwavelength/multimessenger pulsar searches provide a path toward446

resolving the origins of this excess. In the event that the excess does signal new DM physics, improving447

sensitivity for searches for counterpart signals will also be essential in confirming the detection.448

Excess in GeV-scale antiprotons449

An excess of GeV cosmic-ray antiprotons in the Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS-02) observations has450

been identified. Interpreted as a signal of DM annihilation, this excess requires similar mass, cross section451

and annihilation channels to those required to explain the Galactic Center excess. To establish the robustness452

of this excess, the underlying correlations of the AMS-02 systematic errors are needed. The observation of453

antideuteron or antihelium nuclei would be an unambiguous signal of new physics. Antiproton and antinuclei454

DM searches will benefit from future production cross section measurements from inelastic hadronic colli-455
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sions at low center-of-mass energies, and from further reduction of the astrophysical cosmic-ray propagation456

modeling uncertainties.457

Excess in TeV-scale positrons458

Observations of a rising positron fraction at high energies (10s-100s of GeV) have sparked considerable459

intrigue over the past fifteen years due to their potential DM explanations. However, high-energy gamma-ray460

observations over the last few years have produced significant evidence that astrophysical e+e- acceleration461

by a population of high-energy pulsars is the most likely explanation for the excess positron flux observed at462

Earth. In closing this mystery, these TeV halos have added new questions, as their morphology indicates that463

the simple picture of isotropic and homogeneous particle diffusion throughout the Milky Way is violated on464

moderate scales. Understanding this new phenomenon may play an important role in DM indirect detection465

searches over the next decade, using both positrons as well as cosmic-ray and gamma-ray probes.466

Excess in 511 keV gamma rays467

The 511 keV line from the decay of non-relativistic positrionium coming from the Galactic center has been468

observed for over 40 years. In particular, the spectrometer on the International Gamma-Ray Astrophysics469

Laboratory (INTEGRAL/SPI) has measured a nearly spherical morphology for the signal. Various non-470

conventional DM scenarios have been proposed to explain the excess, which can be complementarily tested471

in accelerators and astrophysical observations. More detailed understanding of the morphology of the signal472

is crucial in identifying the origin of the excess.473

Excess in 3.5 keV X-rays474

The 3.5 keV line is an anomaly detected in the X-ray band that has been interpreted as a possible hint of475

decaying DM. First observed in the datasets of High Throughput X-ray Spectroscopy Mission X-ray Multi-476

Mirror Mission (XMM- Newton) and Chandra in 2014, the anomaly exhibited several properties expected of477

DM, although possible astrophysical explanations such as charge exchange or a potassium emission line were478

also discussed. Challenges to the simplest DM interpretations have arisen from non-observations, particularly479

from the halo of the Milky Way. Future instruments in the X-ray band should have sufficiently improved480

sensitivity to the signal to largely resolve the debate; in particular, upcoming instruments with excellent481

energy resolution may be able to resolve the line width expected under the DM hypothesis.482

3.4 Experiments, Facilities, and New Technologies483

Figures 1-2 outline current and proposed missions probing DM indirect signals with cosmic rays and gamma484

rays, while Table 2 provides a summary of photon and neutrino experiments sensitive to ultra-heavy DM.485

Details of the proposed cosmic-ray and gamma-ray probes and their relevance for indirect detection can be486

found in [5]; we provide a brief outline of some key goals of these instruments and how they relate to the487

needed measurements discussed above. The full multimessenger observational program, and its relevance for488

probes of fundamental physics including but not limited to DM, is discussed in the CF7 white papers [126,489

127].490

3.4.1 Improving sensitivity to dark matter signals in high-energy gamma rays: the thermal491

relic benchmark and beyond492

At high energies, the space-based Fermi-LAT and ground-based atmospheric and water Cherenkov telescopes493

have set stringent limits on DM annihilation and decay, including probing the thermal relic cross section494

across a range of annihilation channels for DM masses as high as 10s to 100s of GeV. Current imaging at-495

mospheric Cherenkov telescopes (IACTs) include VERITAS, HESS, and MAGIC; these instruments operate496

by measuring Cherenkov light produced in the atmosphere due to showers initiated by astrophysical γ-rays497

and charged cosmic rays. Water Cherenkov detectors, including HAWC and LHAASO, use water tanks to498

detect charged particles generated by high-energy γ-ray or cosmic-ray interactions in the atmosphere. These499

approaches are complementary: the water Cherenkov detectors have much wider fields of view, allowing for500
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Figure 1: Overview of current, upcoming and proposed missions for cosmic rays (upper panel) and X-rays
(lower panel). Current/previous, near-term, and further future missions are marked in red, dark blue and
teal respectively. Solid lines/symbols indicate funded experiments while dashed lines or empty symbols
indicated proposed experiments. Lines indicate satellite or ground-based missions, stars indicate individual
balloon flights, and circles indicate beam tests. Reproduced from Ref. [5].
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Figure 2: Overview of current, upcoming and proposed missions for gamma-rays in the GeV-TeV+ band
(upper panel) and MeV band (lower panel). Current/previous, near-term, and further future missions are
marked in red, dark blue and teal respectively. Solid lines/symbols indicate funded experiments while dashed
lines or empty symbols indicated proposed experiments. Lines indicate satellite or ground-based missions,
stars indicate individual balloon flights, and circles indicate beam tests. Reproduced from Ref. [5]
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Experiment Final state Threshold/sensitivity Field of view Location

Current experiments
Fermi Photons 10 MeV − 103 GeV Wide Space
HESS Photons 30 GeV - 100 TeV Targeted Namibia
VERITAS Photons 85 GeV - > 30 TeV Targeted USA
MAGIC Photons 30 GeV - 100 TeV Targeted Spain
HAWC Photons 300 GeV - >100 TeV Wide Mexico
LHAASO (partial) Photons 10 TeV - 10 PeV Wide China
KASCADE Photons 100 TeV - 10 PeV Wide Germany
KASCADE-Grande Photons 10 - 100 PeV Wide Italy
Pierre Auger Observatory Photons 1 - 10 EeV Wide Argentina
Telescope Array Photons 1 - 100 EeV Wide USA
IceCube Neutrinos 100 TeV - 100 EeV Wide Antarctica
ANITA Neutrinos EeV - ZeV Wide Antarctica
Pierre Auger Observatory Neutrinos 0.1 - 100 EeV Wide Argentina

Future experiments
CTA Photons 20 GeV - 300 TeV Targeted Chile & Spain
SWGO Photons 100 GeV - 1 PeV Wide South America
IceCube-Gen2 Neutrinos 10 TeV - 100 EeV Wide Antarctica
LHAASO (full) Photons 100 GeV - 10 PeV Wide China
KM3NeT Neutrinos 100 GeV - 10 PeV Wide Mediterranean Sea
POEMMA Neutrinos 20 PeV - 100 EeV Wide Space

Table 2: A non-exhaustive list of current and future indirect detection experiments sensitive to ultraheavy
DM. See Refs. [128–136]. Reproduced from Ref. [8].

all-sky searches, transient searches, and stringent constraints on extended and nearby sources, while IACTs501

achieve higher instantaneous sensitivity by virtue of lower energy thresholds, improved angular resolution,502

and better identification of the primary particle type. At energies below ∼ 100 GeV, these approaches lose503

effective area and space-based probes are required; the current flagship instrument for indirect DM searches504

in the 1− 100 GeV range is the Fermi-LAT, which has full-sky coverage and operates via pair conversion of505

incident gamma rays in tracker layers.506

At 100 GeV and higher energies, the key upcoming and proposed experiments are CTA and the South-507

ern Wide-Field Gamma-Ray Observatory (SWGO), which will use IACT and water Cherenkov technology508

respectively.509

With installations in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres (Spain and Chile), CTA aims to510

improve sensitivity by a factor between five and twenty (depending on the energy) compared to current511

generation IACTs, for gamma-ray energies between 20 GeV and 300 TeV. CTA expects to probe the thermal512

annihilation cross section for DM masses in the range ∼ 0.2–20 TeV, complementing existing constraints513

from Fermi-LAT at lower energies; extensive studies of CTA’s potential for DM searches have been performed514

by the CTA Consortium [137, 138]. In addition to testing the thermal relic benchmark (and setting broader515

constraints on annihilation and decay) via gamma-ray observations, CTA can constrain the cosmic ray516

electron-positron spectrum up to hundreds of TeV [137, 139], and can conduct complementary observations517

of TeV halos around nearby pulsar wind nebulae. As discussed above, a better understanding of pulsars at518

all energy scales would be valuable for resolving current excesses and for background modeling in general.519

The reach of these searches with CTA may benefit from further developments in telescope technology;520

for example, an international consortium of CTA members, led by the U.S., has developed and prototyped521

a novel medium-sized telescope design for CTA, called the Schwarzschild-Couder Telescope (SCT) [140–522

142], to both augment the telescope count and improve the angular resolution of the instrument, allowing523

for improved background rejection. Currently funding has been identified and committed to building an524

“Alpha Configuration” of CTA during 2022–2027; while exceeding the capabilities of any of the existing525

IACT arrays, this configuration would have (for funding reasons) fewer telescopes than initially envisioned526
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for CTA. However, adding ∼ 10 SCTs to this configuration in the south would enhance CTA’s capabilities527

for DM searches in the Galactic Center region to at least the level originally anticipated (and employed in528

the studies mentioned above).529

SWGO is planned to be located in the Southern Hemisphere, and to have sensitivity exceeding that of530

HAWC by a factor of ∼ 10. The Southern Hemisphere location is advantageous for observations of the531

Galactic Center and the central dense region of the Milky Way’s DM halo; both HAWC and LHAASO532

are Northern Hemisphere installations. With its large field of view, SWGO can conduct a wide range of533

DM searches. In particular, the Rubin Observatory [143] will survey the Southern Hemisphere sky with534

unprecedented sensitivity and is expected to find hundreds of new dwarf spheroidals [144]; all-sky data535

from SWGO will allow immediate follow-up of newly-discovered dwarf galaxies. SWGO observations of the536

Galactic halo and the Galactic center have been forecast to probe the thermal relic cross section for masses537

up to 80 TeV for most possible final states [145].538

SWGO will also expand sensitivity to ultra-heavy decaying DM; at present, for the example annihila-539

tion channel of DM annihilating to b quarks (which should be broadly similar to other channels involv-540

ing hadronization) Fermi-LAT and HAWC can probe lifetimes as long as O(1027−28) s for masses up to541

O(106 − 107) GeV; SWGO will probe lifetimes in the 1028−30 s range for DM masses as high as 108 GeV [8].542

As indicated in Table 2, LHAASO and planned neutrino experiments (IceCube-Gen2, KM3NeT, POEMMA)543

will also provide sensitivity to ultraheavy DM in the coming years.544

3.4.2 Improving sensitivity to dark matter signals in the MeV band: closing the MeV gap545

The last major experiment in the MeV-100 MeV gamma-ray band was NASA’s Imaging Compton Telescope546

(COMPTEL), which operated from 1991-2000. COMPTEL relied on measuring energy deposition from547

gamma rays Compton scattering in the detector, and measured a range of Galactic and extragalactic sources548

of gamma-ray emission. X-ray and soft gamma-ray telescopes have since probed the sub-MeV energy range549

with greater sensitivity, and the Fermi-LAT performs well at energies of 100 MeV and higher, leaving a550

“sensitivity gap” in this energy range. As discussed in Sec. 3.3.2, closing this gap is important for enabling551

data-driven studies of backgrounds at both lower and higher energies, as well as providing greater sensitivity552

to light DM in the MeV-GeV mass range.553

In the near term, the Compton Spectrometer and Imager (COSI) has a planned launch date in 2025, and554

will survey the gamma-ray sky at energies of 0.2-5 MeV [146] with a large field of view and excellent energy555

resolution. COSI will significantly improve current constraints on decaying or annihilating light DM; for556

annihilation directly to monochromatic photons in the Galactic Center, its (five sigma discovery) reach in557

annihilation cross section can be estimated as 3.5× 10−35 cm3/s, 1.4× 10−34 cm3/s, and 1.3× 10−33 cm3/s,558

for DM masses 0.3MeV, 1MeV, and 3MeV, respectively [5].559

Proposed future experiments in this energy range include the Sub-MeV γ-ray Imaging Loaded-on bal-560

loon Experiment (SMILE) [147–150], Galactic Explorer with a Coded Aperture Mask Compton Telescope561

(GECCO) [151], Gamma-ray and AntiMatter Survey (GRAMS) [152], Gamma Time Projection Cham-562

ber (GammaTPC), Advanced Particle-astrophysics Telescope (APT) [153], and All-sky Medium Energy563

Gamma-ray Observatory eXplorer (AMEGO-X) [154]. These proposed instruments explore a range of new564

technologies for gamma-ray detection; details may be found in Ref. [5], but as one example, SMILE, GRAMS565

and GammaTPC rely on gaseous or liquid time projection chambers (TPCs), with synergy with significant566

developments in recent years on liquid noble TPCs for DM and neutrino physics.567

All these mission concepts would improve on existing experiments via a combination of energy resolution,568

angular resolution, and effective area. For example, the GECCO experiment expects to achieve sub-percent569

energy resolution and arcminute angular resolution under some circumstances, compared to a 1−2◦ angular570

resolution and 9% energy resolution for COMPTEL [155]. Most of these instruments are focused on energies571

around 0.1-10 MeV, but the APT would retain adequate energy reconstruction up to TeV energies, while572

dramatically improving on the sensitivity of Fermi-LAT in the 10-100 MeV band, and AMEGO-X will probe573

energies from 25 keV–1 GeV.574

3.4.3 Improving sensitivity to dark matter signals in X-rays575

Observations performed with the current generation of X-ray instruments provide the leading direct experi-576

mental constraints on sterile neutrino decay over the complete keV-mass range, where sterile neutrinos could577
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constitute DM [156], and leading limits on axion-like particles for masses < 10−11 eV. These experiments578

include Chandra [157], XMM-Newton [158], INTEGRAL [159], Suzaku [160], and the Nuclear Spectroscopic579

Telescope Array (NuSTAR) [161, 162].580

Upcoming experiments offer the promise of improved sensitivity and energy resolution; the latter factor581

is especially important for identifying monochromatic line signals and distinguishing them from possible582

backgrounds, and should allow an observational resolution of the claimed 3.5 keV line excess. In particular,583

energy resolution at the 10−3 level should permit a measurement of the Doppler broadening associated with584

the velocity of DM particles in our Galaxy.585

In the near term, the Extended ROentgen Survey with an Imaging Telescope Array (eROSITA) [163],586

which launched in 2019, will provide enhanced sensitivity to weak X-ray lines and spectral distortions due587

to ultralight axions interconverting with photons. In the next few years, X-ray Imaging and Spectroscopy588

Mission (XRISM) [164, 165] and Micro-X [166] will target fine energy resolutions of 7 eV and 3 eV respectively,589

in the 0.5-10 keV energy range. In the longer term, the next-generation X-ray observatory Athena [167],590

selected by the European Space Agency, is scheduled to launch in the early 2030s and will carry two X-ray591

instruments, one optimized for a large field of view and the other for excellent energy resolution (2.5 eV).592

The latter instrument will an effective area exceeding that of XRISM by at least an order of magnitude at593

1 keV.594

3.4.4 Improving sensitivity to dark matter signals in cosmic rays595

There is a long history of DM searches in charged cosmic rays, by experiments including the Balloon-596

borne Experiment with Superconducting Spectrometer (BESS), Payload for Antimatter Matter Exploration597

and Light-nuclei Astrophysics (PAMELA), AMS-02, Calorimetric Electron Telescope (CALET), and Dark598

Matter Particle Explorer (DAMPE). Measurements of matter and antimatter cosmic ray spectra by these599

instruments have constrained cosmic-ray propagation in our Galaxy, set strong limits on DM annihilation600

and decay, and in some cases revealed surprising features (some of which are discussed in Sec. 3.3.3).601

In the near-term future, the High Energy Light Isotope Experiment (HELIX) [168] instrument is preparing602

for its first flight as a high-altitude balloon payload. The primary goal of HELIX is to measure the ratio of603

Beryllium-10 to Beryllium-9 ratio in the energy range of about 1–10GeV/n, which will provide a measurement604

of the diffusion time of cosmic rays in our Galaxy and hence provide important constraints on cosmic-ray605

propagation.606

Longer term, there are proposals for two next-generation magnetic spectrometers with significantly in-607

creased acceptance when compared to AMS-02: the Antimatter Large Acceptance Detector In Orbit (AL-608

ADInO) [169, 170] and A Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS-100) [171]. These detectors could significantly609

improve on particle-antiparticle separation and on existing measurements of cosmic rays and gamma rays.610

3.4.5 Low-energy antinuclei as a background-free discovery channel611

As yet, there has been no confirmed detection of low-energy antideuterons or anti-helium (although there612

are some tentative possible anti-helium events observed by AMS-02), and the expected background for these613

channels is essentially zero. A detection of such low-energy antinuclei would be transformative.614

The General Antiparticle Spectrometer (GAPS) experiment [172] is the first dedicated experiment to615

search for low-energy (< 0.25 GeV/n) cosmic-ray antinuclei; it is currently preparing for its first Antarctic616

long-duration balloon flight. The initial program consists of three flights and the GAPS collaboration617

is planning a future upgraded payload to increase sensitivity by a factor of 5. GAPS will provide the618

first precision antiproton spectrum measurement at energies below 0.25GeV/n, and provide sensitivity to619

antideuterons that is about two orders of magnitude better than the current BESS limits, while also having620

competitive sensitivity to antihelium.621

The GRAMS experiment, in addition to targeting MeV-band gamma rays as discussed above, would622

provide a next-generation antideuteron search using liquid argon TPC technology. GRAMS would have623

sensitivity to DM models that could explain the Fermi Galactic Center excess and the AMS-02 antiproton624

excess [152], as discussed in Sec. 3.3.3.625

The proposed AntiDeuteron Helium Detector (ADHD) would employ an alternate detection approach626

exploiting the delayed annihilation of antinuclei in helium. This technique should make it possible to identify627

a single antideuteron over 103 background antiprotons.628
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4 Direct Detection629

4.1 Introduction630

Direct probes of DM are those that search for signatures of local galactic DM particle interactions in terrestrial631

targets. These signatures are relatively model independent, relying on low momentum transfers and largely632

agnostic to the details of the interaction. Traditionally, the signature of choice in this type of detector633

has been nuclear recoils – an elastic collision between the DM particle and a target nucleus. However,634

in recent years direct detection searches have expanded to include signatures of inelastic scattering and635

interactions with electrons. Because of their agnosticism, many direct detection techniques are capable of636

searching simultaneously for multiple potential signatures of DM scattering (e.g. DM-nucleon and DM-637

electron scattering, or thermal DM vs. asymmetric DM) and over a wide range of masses.638

The technique of direct detection can probe well motivated DM particle candidates in the meV - TeV mass639

scale range. Discovering a new particle using the technique of direct detection in an underground experiment640

would constitute evidence that such a particle constitutes all or at least part of the DM. In addition, in many641

theoretical models direct detection provides the only opportunity for its detection. Examples of these models642

include models in which DM particle couples to ordinary matter through a light or massless mediator and643

models where interactions between sub-keV bosonic DM and the SM are already strongly constrained to644

avoid an anomalously large stellar cooling rate [2].645

Importantly, direct detection experiments are adaptable, and can respond readily to signals or hints or646

the lack thereof to mitigate systematic backgrounds or redirect to new parameter space. Furthermore, direct647

detection experiments can be, and often are, adjusted, upgraded, fixed, or moved to confirm or disprove any648

observation of DM that may arise.649

4.2 Science targets for direct detection650

We will continue to use the categorization of DM candidates as defined in 2: “light” (sub-GeV), “heavy” or651

“electroweak scale” (GeV–100 TeV), and “ultra-heavy” (≫ 100 TeV). The most well-studied DM candidates652

are in the “heavy” category; this class of models gives rise to highly-predictive scattering cross-sections and653

thus lead to clear benchmark targets for direct detection experiments. Examples of these models include654

Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetirc Models (NMSSM) models [173, 174], the Phenomenological Minimal Su-655

persymmetric Models (pMSSM) [175], multiple scalar doublet models [176], U(1) gauge extensions of the SM,656

right-handed neutrinos (RHN), and pseudo-Goldstone boson DM [177]. Despite the tremendous progress in657

direct detection experiments, there are still motivated regions of parameter space left unexplored for many658

of these models [1]. The spin-structure of the DM-nucleon interactions lend to a splitting of the scattering659

cross-section into Spin-Independent (SI) and Spin-Dependent (SD) scattering. Even for the most predictive660

models, the relevant DM parameter space is determined by the cosmology during the epoch in which the661

DM relic abundance was produced. Lack of exact knowledge of the cosmological history of DM compels us662

to cast a wide net in our DM searches, motivating a diverse experimental program spanning multiple scales663

and techniques.664

There is an ensemble of theoretically-motivated “ultra-heavy” DM (UHDM) candidates, which lead to665

striking signatures in direct detection experiments due to their mass scales. These DM candidates are best666

probed through their interactions with nucleons.667

“Light” DM candidates which were in thermal equilibrium with the SM in the early universe inevitably668

lead to the notion of a hidden sector in which the DM interaction with the visible sector is mediated through669

a “portal” [21, 23]. Some of the most predictive of these models involve number-changing self-interactions of670

the DM, examples of which are the “Elastically Decoupling Relic” (ELDER) [178, 179] and the “Strongly-671

Interacting Massive Particle” (SIMP) [180, 181]. One can also relax the requirement of thermal equilibrium672

in the early universe, and instead, populate the relic abundance through “freeze-in” [182]. Models of freeze-in673

require extraordinarily small couplings between the DM and the visible sector. Despite this, the presence of674

an ultralight mediator (mmed ≪ keV) leads to a large enhancement of the direct-detection cross section at675

low momentum transfers. Importantly, such a model cannot be tested by accelerator-based probes; direct676

detection and cosmological probes provide the only possibility to test the freeze-in benchmark model. Probes677

for sub-GeV DM primarily exploit the DM coupling to electrons, but are also sensitive to nucleon couplings.678
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Figure 3: Cartoon figure of the model space for direct detection. Included are candidates of thermal dark
matter, supersymmetry, asymmetric dark matter [183], SIMP/Elder [178–181], dark monopoles [184], WIM-
Pzillas [14], and hidden sector dark matter [21]. Note that the interaction cross-section can be for either
scattering with nucleons or electrons, depending on the specific model.

4.3 The path toward DM discovery with direct detection679

A majority of candidates in the “heavy” range will not be tested by the current suite of G2 experiments680

that are under construction or operating,. The next suite of G3 experiments which will have an order of681

magnitude larger exposure should be able to test some candidates. This G3 suite should include searches682

that can probe models that have spin-dependent interactions and other interactions beyond the usual spin-683

independent interactions. Likewise, many candidates in the “light” range will not be tested with the current684

suite of “small scale projects” or G2 experiments. Continued investment to scale up in mass and/or reduce685

and understand low-energy backgrounds in programs to search for light mass DM is crucial.686

The benchmark for G3 experiments is to search for heavy DM candidates in the parameter space that687

reaches to the neutrino “fog”, the expected background from the coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering688

(CEνNS) of astrophysical neutrinos. For light mass DM candidates the goal over the next decade is to probe689

DM scattering down to 1 MeV and DM absorption down to 1 eV.690

4.3.1 Enabling Discovery with Complementary Probes691

The three categories of particle DM, as well as models within each category, give rise to distinct DM-SM692

interactions and experimental signatures in direct detection setups. Discovering particle DM requires a693

multi-faceted approach involving detectors that can measure different aspects of DM-SM interactions, as694

well as provide information about the DM distribution in our galactic halo.695

Heavy DM candidates, such as WIMPs, are most effectively probed via their interactions with nucleons696

in the target material. Spin-independent interactions benefit from targets with high atomic mass due to the697

coherent A2 enhancement of the scattering rate. On the other hand, spin-dependent interactions require698

a net spin of the nucleus, and hence an unpaired nucleon. The current status and future prospects for699

spin-independent and spin-dependent interactions are illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively.700

In comparison, light DM is most effectively probed through interactions with electrons, either through701
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DM-electron scattering or in the case of bosonic candidates, absorption, as a result of the kinematic matching702

of the DM and electron mass [2]. These interactions can be detected via ionization, scintillation, or phonon703

signatures depending on the experimental set-up. One of the benchmark models for light DM candidates is704

a dark photon mediated sub-GeV DM candidate. In this scenario, the DM will interact with both electrons705

and charged nucleons. In contrast, a leptophilic mediator will lead solely to DM-electron interactions while706

a leptophobic mediator will only have DM-nucleon interactions. Therefore, comparisons of the DM-electron707

and DM-nucleon scattering rates will provide further handles on underlying DM model which governs the708

interactions. For DM candidates below the MeV mass scale, DM interactions with collective modes in the709

material such as phonons are key to discovery. The landscape of sub-GeV DM direct detection, including710

current constraints and future projections, is illustrated in Fig. 6711

UHDM faces a unique challenge in that the flux of DM is quite low, Φ ≃ 0.85 events/(m2yr)×(MPl/mχ).712

However, the signatures of UHDM are striking. The kinematics of UHDM are relatively unaffected by the713

scattering with nuclei in the target material and the UHDM effectively travels undeflected through the714

detector. As a result, the UHDM may scatter on multiple nuclei as it crosses the detector, leaving behind715

a track that traces the DM velocity vector [185]. UHDM can also be probed via indirect detection through716

neutrino observatories. Fig. 7 displays the complementarity of UHDM direct detection probes.717

For all classes of models, the scattering rate, and therefore sensitivity of the detector, scales with the718

detector exposure, (fiducial target mass)×(exposure time). One way to increase the exposure is by increasing719

the fiducial mass of the target. However, another option is to increase the exposure time, e.g. proposed720

searches using paleodetectors [186–188] have exposure times of order 100 Myr. Interestingly, the multiple721

scatter signatures of UHDM imply that the area of the detector is the most relevant factor rather than the722

volume of the detector [8].723

As DM detectors increase in sensitivity, they begin to probe the “neutrino fog” (described in Sec. 4.3.2)724

and strategies to distinguish between neutrino and DM signatures become necessary. Some mitigation strate-725

gies include the use of annual modulation of the DM rate [189] and directional detectors (see e.g. review found726

in [190]). Even more tantalizing, directional detectors have the potential to map out the DM substructure727

in our galaxy.728

4.3.2 Navigating the Neutrino Fog729

This section draws heavily from WP1, Section 2 [1]730

As direct DM searches accumulate ever larger exposures in pursuit of testing smaller interaction cross731

sections, the expected background from the coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering (CEνNS) of astro-732

physical neutrinos increases. For DM masses ≳ 10 GeV/c2, the relevant neutrino fluxes are those from 8B733

solar neutrinos, atmospheric neutrinos, and the diffuse supernova neutrino background (DSNB). The CEνNS734

event rate from each of these is subject to a systematic uncertainty which manifests from the uncertainty735

on the flux of each neutrino species. In addition, the nuclear recoil energy spectra of these events closely736

resembles that of the sought after DM signal.737

The effect of these backgrounds – particularly because of their associated systematic uncertainties and738

spectral shapes – will be to reduce the DM sensitivity achievable as the experimental exposure grows. This739

fact led to the creation of the colloquially known “neutrino floor”: a boundary in the cross section versus DM740

matter mass plane below which a DM discovery becomes extremely challenging without further constraints741

on the neutrino backgrounds. The precise location of this boundary has evolved over the last decade [191–742

194], however more recent studies [193, 194] have emphasized a crucial point: that astrophysical neutrino743

backgrounds do not impose a hard limit on physics reach; rather, the effect is more gradual than a single744

boundary depicts. To reinforce this concept within the community, we now adopt the term neutrino fog to745

describe the region of DM cross sections where neutrino backgrounds begin to inhibit the progress of direct746

detection searches.747

The neutrino fog is quantified by the index n, defined as the gradient of a hypothetical experiment’s748

median cross section for 3σ discovery with respect to the exposure:749

n = −
(

d log σ

d logMT

)−1

(1)

This index quantifies the diminishing return-on-investment in increasing exposure when limited by neutri-750
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Figure 4: Combined Spin-independent dark-matter nucleon scattering cross section space. Currently-
excluded space is shaded gray [195–204] (data points taken from [194]). Dashed lines represent projected 90%
confidence level exclusion sensitivity of new experiments. The neutrino fog for a xenon target is presented
in the blue contour map as described in Sec. 4.3.2. Plot reproduced from Ref. [1].

nos. Specifically, if an experiment has achieved some cross-section sensitivity, further reducing the sensitivity751

by a factor of x requires increasing the exposure by at least xn. e.g. , at n = 2, reducing the cross section752

reach by a further factor of 10 requires increasing the exposure by a factor of at least 100.753

In order to illustrate the ever-diminishing returns due to the neutrino fog, in Figure 4, we plot contours754

of the index. In order to simplify the contours, the maximum index is projected down. If the neutrino fog755

must be represented by a single line, we choose n = 2, as this marks the transition from statistically- to756

systematically-limited. A critical feature of the neutrino fog is that it will move to lower cross section if757

uncertainties in the neutrino fluxes are reduced, opening up new space for continuing searches. Therefore, all758

future detectors entering into the neutrino fog would benefit from improved atmospheric neutrino background759

modeling, which currently dominates the uncertainty on the experimental sensitivity.760

4.3.3 Tools to resolve signals from backgrounds761

This section draws heavily on WP3 [3].762

The next generation of direct detection DM experiments will require more precise modeling of signal and763

background rates. This goes hand-in-hand with calibration measurements of detector responses to nuclear764

and electronic recoils for a wider range of targets and at lower energy scales, including inelastic and atomic765

effects and coherent excitations.766
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• Optical and atomic material-property measurements are needed, including atomic de-excitation cas-767

cades, electronic energy levels, and energy-loss functions, both for modeling detector response and for768

simulating transport of low-energy particles. Similarly, improved models and simulations of detectable-769

quanta production and propagation are needed.770

• Measurements to decrease neutrino uncertainties are needed, including nuclear- reaction and direct-771

neutrino measurements that improve simulation-driven flux model.772

• Nuclear reaction measurements—(α, n), (n, γ), (n, n), (ν,x), etc.—are needed to improve particle773

transport codes, background simulations, and material activation calculations, and to validate and774

improve models/evaluations used in these codes; exclusive cross-section measurements are particularly775

needed to model correlated ejectiles, and codes should provide a full treatment of uncertainties.776

• Increased collaboration with the nuclear, atomic, condensed matter, and cosmic-ray physics communi-777

ties is recommended to improve detector response and background models.778

• In situ measurements of backgrounds are valuable for validating and improving models in various779

codes, especially for neutrons and muons and material activation measurements, both on surface and780

underground. Likewise, uncertainties on model predictions for these backgrounds need to be quantified781

by model codes, informed by this validation.782

• Improved material cleaning and screening procedures are needed for dust, radon progeny, cosmogeni-783

cally activated radioisotopes, and other bulk radioisotopes. New procedures are needed to avoid such784

contamination, and improved ex situ models of residual background levels are needed.785

• Additional R&D is needed to model, measure, and mitigate near-threshold backgrounds, such as from786

secondary emission processes.787

• Same-location, multi-method radioassay facilities are needed to simplify measurements of decay chains788

and reduce systematic errors, alongside greater precision across techniques and increased assay through-789

put/sensitivity. Also, development of software infrastructure to track large-scale assay programs across790

the community is needed.791
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Figure 6: Figures are from Ref. [2] and updated from BRN report [29]. Current 90% c.l. constraints are
shown in beige. Approximate regions in parameter space that can be explored in the next ∼5 years (“near-
term”, green) and on longer timescales (“far-term”, blue). Orange regions labelled “Key Milestone” represent
concrete dark-matter benchmark models and are the same as in the BRN report [29]. Along the dotted line
DM would produce about three events in an exposure of 100 gram-year, assuming scattering off electrons in
a hypothetical target material with zero threshold.
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Figure 7: Current and projected experimental regions of ultraheavy parameter space excluded by cos-
mological/astrophysical constraints (green), direct detection DM detectors (blue), neutrino experiments
(red/orange), space-based experiments (purple), and terrestrial track-based observations (yellow). Both
models considered here assume different relations for the cross section scaling from a single nucleon to a
nucleus with mass number A. In the left plot, we assume no scaling with A; in the right plot, we assume
the cross section scales like A4 (e.g. , with two powers coming from nuclear coherence, and two from kine-
matic factors). Limits are shown from DEAP-3600 [205], DAMA [206, 207], interstellar gas clouds [208,
209], a recast of CRESST and CDMS-I [210], a recast of CDMS and EDELWEISS [211, 212], a detector
in U. Chicago [213], a XENON1T single-scatter analysis [214], tracks in the Skylab and Ohya plastic etch
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scintillator detector SNO+ as estimated in [185, 221]. Reproduced from Ref. [8].

• Finally, investment in underground infrastructure and detector technology (e.g. , vetoes) will be needed792

to mitigate backgrounds such as from radon, dust, cosmogenic activation, and neutrons.793

4.3.4 Simulations and Computing to enable particle dark matter detection794

This section draws heavily on WP4 [4].795

Simulations are an essential component of modern physics experiments to translate between abstract796

physics models and a real implementation of a detector. They are vital at every stage of the detector life-797

cycle, starting with the initial design phase, all the way to final data analysis. In some cases, the associated798

costs to support computing and code development may represent a large fraction of the experiment’s budget.799

Therefore, it is essential to have an efficient, well-maintained, well-understood and thoroughly validated800

simulation infrastructure. A full-chain simulation infrastructure includes both event generators and detector801

simulation frameworks. Therefore, the direct DM community has a clear need for the following:802

• Increased support for development of simulations (e.g. FLUKA, Geant4, MCNP, NEST, G4CMP), both for803

software codes and models. This includes support and training within the community, and increased804

opportunities for cross-collaboration communication in order to reduce duplication and maximize return805

on investment.806

Current DM experiments are approaching data volumes of order 1 PB/year [222]. This is not an unusual807

scale for HEP, however it presents a significant challenge in the direct detection community, which until808

recently has not prioritized the development of a scalable computing infrastructure in support of its scientific809

ambition. Moreover, a fragmentation of funding sources and a climate of competition between experiments,810

have hindered the opportunities for cooperation and tool sharing in the computing and software domain,811

leading to unnecessary duplication of efforts across the field. Key strategic goals to ensure success for the812

experiments of the next decade include:813
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• Lower the barrier of entry to national supercomputing facilities, by providing common tools and shared814

engineering. Solicit community input on architecture evolution, while providing access to specialized815

resources, such as GPU and TPU clusters.816

• Support scalable software infrastructure tools across HEP, avoiding duplication of effort. These tools817

run the gamut of data management and archiving, event processing, reconstruction and analysis,818

software management, validation and distribution.819

• Enhance industry collaborations on machine learning techniques and provide access to external experts.820

Foster community-wide efforts to understand uncertainties and physical interpretation of machine821

learning results.822

4.3.5 Resolving excess and making a discovery823

This section draws heavily on WP6 [6].824

As with indirect detection, excesses have also been reported and disputed within the direct detection825

community. A strength of direct detection is that experiments can be replicated or altered in response826

to such excesses. While not a trivial exercise, replication is an option of last resort to fully confirm or827

rule out any potential signal for dark matter. We take two recent examples as case studies. The DArk828

MAtter/Large sodium Iodide Bulk for RAre processes (DAMA/LIBRE) collaboration operates 250 kg829

ultra-low background NaI scintillators as dark matter detectors at the Gran Sasso National Laboratory830

(LNGS), Italy. It has consistently reported an excess of modulating low energy events between 2-6 keVee831

region as the annual modulation signal of dark matter [223], consistent with expected modulation signal from832

dark matter particle interactions. The collaboration claims that no systematics or side reaction can mimic833

the annual modulation signal [224]. The DAMA/LIBRE claimed dark matter signal is controversial because834

other direct detection experiments with different target materials (Xe, Si, Ge) have failed to observe the835

signal based on standard WIMP models. To fully resolve this dilemma, independent experiments with the836

same target material (NaI(Tl)) as DAMA have been carried out or are proposed [225–233]. In particular, the837

COSINE-100 collaboration and the Annual modulation with NaI Scintillators (ANAIS) collaboration have838

made good progress on probing the DAMA signal with the same target material. ANAIS-112 has refuted839

the DAMA/LIBRE positive modulation with almost 3σ sensitivity in a model independent way with three840

years of data, and is expected to surpass 4σ sensitivity after completing six years of data taking (along841

with 2023 data), while COSINE-100 has excluded WIMPs as responsible of the DAMA/LIBRA signal in842

many scenarios. The two experiments have initiated discussions to conduct a combined analysis to search843

for annual modulation signals.844

More recently, a low-energy electronic recoil (ER) excess below 7 keV and most prominent between 2–845

3 keV was observed in the XENON1T dark matter experiment [234]. With a significance of ∼ 3.5σ, this846

excess could be a statistical fluctuation, a hint of a new background process, or a hint of new physics. In847

this case, the natural progression of direct detection will further test the nature of this excess, as successor848

experiments XENONnT and LZ (see next section) are now taking data. With just a couple months of data,849

both detectors will be able to sensitively probe the observed excess, and results are expected soon.850

4.4 Experiments and R&D851

This section draws heavily on WP1 and WP2 [1, 2], as well as [193].852

Direct detection experiments can be broadly classified based on the DM mass range they are particularly853

targeting or based on the technology used in the experiment, although many do cross boundaries in both854

categories. These experiments tend to follow a consistent life cycle - an early, demonstration phase where855

sensitivity is proven followed by a scaling phase where the technology is optimized and the target mass856

is increased to improve sensitivity. New backgrounds are often discovered with each new iteration, as old857

backgrounds are understood and mitigated.858

Until ∼ 2010, most direct detection efforts focused on the “traditional” WIMP mass range of ≳1 GeV;859

the G2 experiments, which are the modern successors to those experiments, are well into the scaling phase,860

featuring mature technologies with large target masses. The goal of these G2 collaborations is to continue861

scaling up to even larger targets to push the sensitivity down to the neutrino fog. In the last decade, as862
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a compelling case for light DM particles has been made from a theoretical standpoint and new techniques863

have been developed to match. These experiments that target light mass DM tend to be much smaller in864

scale with a focus on achieving very low energy thresholds, and they are now proving that they can have865

excellent sensitivity to previously unexplored regions of DM parameter space. The understanding of new866

backgrounds that have shown up at the lowest energy thresholds in these detectors is only now beginning867

for these detectors which are not fully in the scaling phase. Table A provides a tabular overview of the field868

of direct detection. Snowmass white paper [1] provides an excellent summary of the direct detection efforts869

aimed at DM masses ≳1 GeV, and Snowmass white paper [2] does the same for DM masses ≲1 GeV. We870

will only briefly re-summarize those reviews here and suggest the reader refer to the full length reports and871

references therein for more information.872

The rough categorization of direct detection techniques presented below is not intended to be exclusive.873

In addition, many of the techniques discussed span multiple categories. Solving the mystery of dark matter874

will take all the ingenuity that physicists can bring to bear, and supporting new ideas is a key component875

of a successful program.876

4.4.1 Dark Matter Candidates with Mass Greater Than 10 GeV877

For experiments seeking to probe down to the neutrino fog, it is helpful to further subdivide the DM mass878

space into < 1-10 GeV and greater than 10 GeV. The latter category includes the canonical WIMP, and879

represents the most explored region of DM phase space by direct detection experiments. In this region, liquid880

xenon (LXe), liquid argon (LAr), and freon-based bubble chambers are the dominant technologies.881
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in sensitivity to spin independent WIMP-nucleon coupling (for a mass of 50 Gev/c2) achieved by LXe
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Noble Element Detectors882

Figure 8 summarizes the impressive achievements of the LXe-time projection chamber (TPC) technology over883

the last two decades with the PandaX-4T [241] presently holding the most stringent constraints for WIMP884

masses above 2GeV/c2 (0.1GeV/c2 if the Migdal effect is assumed) in a 1 tonne·year and 0.6 tonne·year885

exposure, respectively [241, 244, 245]. Two new multi-tonne LXe-TPCs, LZ [242] and XENONnT [243],886

have been operating since 2021 with a target sensitivity of about 1-2×10−48 cm2 (see Fig. 8). In China,887

PandaX-4T [240, 241, 246] is expected to continue operations until 2025 and then to be incrementally888

upgraded into a multi-ten-ton experiment with a nominal fiducial target of 30 ton.889

The DARWIN collaboration [247] has already started in Europe an intense R&D program for a 40-80890

tonne Xe target. Given their current leadership roles and expertise, the US teams in both XENONnT and891

LZ (about 50% of the community) are well-positioned to contribute significantly to this next-generation892
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effort. In 2021, scientists in the LZ and XENON/DARWIN collaborations formally expressed their intent to893

join forces towards towards this next-generation xenon-based experiment, pursued by a single, joint scientific894

collaboration [248]. There would be substantial opportunity cost in delaying the US engagement. The895

sensitivity for an exposure of 1 ktonne·year delivering a 3σ DM particle discovery [249] is illustrated in896

Fig. 4. The strategy to approach such an exposure will be informed by outcomes from the current projects,897

complemented by a well-defined set of R&D activities that should take place concurrently. Community898

support for a next generation xenon-based experiment is very broad. A 600-author white paper outlining899

the physics reach of such an experiment was recently published [249]. The large detector scale and low900

background, combined with many advantageous properties of xenon properties as target, enable a rich901

science portfolio that extends beyond WIMPs, transforming such a detector into a cost-effective, broad,902

low-background astroparticle physics observatory.903

The successful campaign of the DEAP-3600 experiment demonstrates the feasibility of multi-tonne-scale904

LAr detectors. The DarkSide-20k (DS-20k) experiment of the multinational Global Argon Dark Matter905

Collaboration (GADMC) will search for DM using an underground argon (UAr) target instrumented as a906

dual-phase time projection chamber (TPC) [250]. The GADMC includes more than 400 scientists from907

over 60 institutions, and includes scientists from the ArDM, DarkSide-50, DEAP-3600, MiniCLEAN, and908

XENON collaborations. DS-20k will build upon the successful elements from these experiments including909

the use of UAr, which DarkSide-50 demonstrated to have an 39Ar concentration at least 1400 times smaller910

than atmospheric argon [251–253], and a radiopure acrylic structure which is a technology pioneered by the911

DEAP-3600 experiment [254, 255]. The TPC is designed to take advantage of the favorable properties of912

liquid argon, including demonstrated electron recoil background discrimination power better than 108 [256]913

and excellent chemical purity [257, 258]. The projected reach of DarkSide-20k is illustrated in Fig. 4.914

The ultimate objective of the GADMC is the construction of the Argo detector, which will have a915

300 tonne fiducial mass and will push experimental sensitivity into the atmospheric neutrino fog. The916

excellent electron recoil (ER) rejection possible in argon will eliminate backgrounds from solar neutrinos.917

Work is underway to explore the feasibility of a low background kTon-scale liquid argon time projection918

chamber in the context of the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE). The DUNE program919

consists of modules, and though the designs for the first two modules have been selected, the third and920

fourth (the ‘modules of opportunity’) remain to be determined. A recent community effort [259] explored921

the option of making one of these a dedicated low background module, with possible sensitivity to high mass922

WIMPs [260]. The primary research and development challenges for this detector design are associated with923

the large scale, representing a further order of magnitude from the Argo concept.924

Phase change detectors925

Bubble chambers present a scalable, background-discriminating technology for DM detection with the unique926

capability to operate with a broad variety of target materials, requiring only that the target be a fluid with927

a vapor pressure. The PICO Collaboration uses freon-filled bubble chambers for nuclear recoil detection928

in targets with high spin-dependent and low spin-independent cross-sections. With field-leading electron929

recoil rejection (O(1) in 1010 ER events misidentified as nuclear recoils [261]), PICO detectors at SNOLAB930

have reached exposures of ∼3 ton-days [262], including a zero-background (observed) ton-day exposure at931

3.3-keV threshold [263]. The PICO-500 experiment, funded by the Canada Foundation for Innovation, is932

projected to reach a spin-dependent WIMP-proton sensitivity at the 10−42 cm2 level, still four-orders-of-933

magnitude above the C3F8 neutrino fog. A freon bubble chamber large enough to reach atmospheric neutrino934

sensitivity will require the development of a completely new detector “inner vessel,” i.e. the vessel containing935

the superheated liquid target, as no facilities exist to construct silica jars larger than those made for PICO-936

500, and the alpha activity of synthetic silica is too large for next generation chambers anyway. A surface937

radioactivity of less than 5 nBq/cm2 is required to construct a 50-ton detector sensitive to an atmospheric938

neutrino event within 5 years, a level of radiopurity that has been demonstrated in the large surfaces of939

Kamland-ZEN [264].940
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4.4.2 Dark Matter Candidates with Mass 1 - 10 GeV941

Charge and Phonon Detectors942

The Super Cryogenic Dark Matter Search (SuperCDMS) SNOLAB experiment is a G2 DM experiment, which943

will commission its solid-state detectors 2 km underground in the SNOLAB facility in Sudbury, Canada.944

The SuperCDMS detectors are optimized to operate as either a High Voltage (HV) mode or an interleaved945

Z-dependent Ionization and Phonon (iZIP) mode. The combination of these two modes allows searches at946

very low threshold (HV) or with excellent background rejection (iZIP) [265]. SuperCDMS SNOLAB expects947

to have sensitivity to NR masses between 0.5-5 GeV to within a decade of the neutrino fog, and to electron948

scattering of MeV-scale DM and/or absorption of eV-scale dark photons and/or axion-like particles (ALPs).949

The current experiment expects to be background limited by cosmogenically activated isotopes, 3H and 32Si,950

210Pb, and dark counts. SuperCDMS has established paths to upgrade the experiment, with provisions for951

several scenarios, including a positive detection by another G2 experiment. The SuperCDMS collaboration952

is undertaking a multi-stage program to improve detector performance, as described in [266].953

Phase Change Detectors954

A second technology in the 1-10 GeV mass range is the Scintillating Bubble Chamber (SBC), using liquid-955

noble bubble chambers to extend the nuclear/electron recoil discrimination capability of freon-filled chambers956

to the sub-keV thresholds needed to reach the spin-independent neutrino fog at 1 GeV. Noble liquids can957

be superheated to a far greater degree than molecular fluids, showing sensitivity to sub-keV nuclear recoils958

while remaining completely insensitive to electron-recoil backgrounds [267]. The combination of scalability,959

low threshold, and background discrimination at low threshold gives the noble-liquid bubble chamber unique960

capability to explore the neutrino fog in the 1–10 GeV WIMP mass range. The Canada Foundation for961

Innovation has funded the construction of a 10-kg device for SBC’s first DM search [268]. A 100-eV threshold962

LAr experiment at the scale of PICO-500 (1-ton-year exposure) will be sufficient to explore the neutrino fog963

to n = 2 at 1-GeV WIMP mass.964

A pure liquid can also be placed into a meta-stable state below the freezing point. A particle interaction965

can then create a nucleation site, and the resulting freezing creates a signature increase in temperature966

and dielectric constant. This technique is similarly insensitive to electron recoil backgrounds, providing a967

path into the coherent neutrino scattering fog. A super-cooled liquid detector should intrinsically possess968

lower-energy thresholds than needed for ionization [269] and super-cooled water could achieve keV-scale969

energy thresholds. Dedicated measurements are needed to demonstrate these energy thresholds and fully970

characterize electron recoil discrimination capabilities of a super-cooled detector at these energies.971

4.4.3 sub-GeV Dark Matter Candidates972

Noble Element Detectors973

To search for sub-GeV DM, detectors must achieve much lower energy thresholds than in the traditional974

mass range. For experiments with thresholds of ∼20 eV or higher, the noble liquid detectors described in975

the previous section are again an attractive technology, particularly by focusing exclusively on the ionization976

channel in which individual electrons can be detected with high efficiency. Achieving such thresholds comes977

with drawbacks, including the loss of discrimination between ERs and NRs, loss of time resolution, and a978

class of pathological single- and few-electron backgrounds that dominate the lowest energy bins [270–272].979

Still, this class of detector has the lowest demonstrated background rate per unit target mass, even in S2-980

only mode, allowing the most stringent DM cross-section limits to date over a wide range of DM masses and981

interaction models.982

If current and future generations of TPCs can combine the benefits of a mature, scalable technology983

with the low-energy sensitivity gained through improvements described in [2] and references therein, they984

will be capable of competitive sensitivity to a wide variety of existing low-mass models. The sensitivity of985

noble liquid detectors can also be extended by doping the target medium. At low concentrations, additives986

with low ionization energies can increase the scintillation and ionization yield by allowing energy that would987

otherwise be lost as heat to translate into additional ionization and excitation. At higher concentrations,988
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additives with low-A nuclei can serve as targets with stronger kinematic couplings to light DM particles, and989

additives with odd-A nuclei offer sensitivity to spin-dependent interactions.990

Alternatively, the NEWS-G collaboration searches for sub-GeV mass particles using spherical propor-991

tional counters (SPCs) filled with light gases, including neon, methane, and helium [273]. Similar to their992

liquid counterparts, SPCs must continue to lower background rates as they scale to larger mass.993

Superfluid liquid helium is also a promising medium for detection of very low energy excitations when994

combined with new forms of readout and will be discussed below [274–276].995

Charge Detectors996

Charge detectors have seen substantial improvements over the last several years, resulting in significantly997

reduced energy thresholds. Solid-state charge detectors, including charge-coupled devices (CCDs) and semi-998

conductor crystals, can now efficiently detect single ionized electrons with the potential to push nuclear recoil999

sensitivity down to DM masses near 1 MeV, approximately an order of magnitude lower in mass than noble1000

liquid detectors. These detectors must contend with a similar set of background issues, most notably internal1001

radiological backgrounds, external gamma-rays, and dark currents, and methods for minimizing these will1002

become increasingly critical as these detectors scale in target mass.1003

CCDs have low noise, a small bandgap, and can be assembled within a low-background package, making1004

them excellent targets in which to detect single charges produced by DM interactions. The DAMIC experi-1005

ment has deployed an array of Si CCDs, achieving competitive sensitivity for GeV-scale WIMPs [277]. CCD1006

detector performance can be further improved by performing repeated, non-destructive readout of charges1007

from a single pixel, a technology known as skipper-CCDs [278]. These skipper-CCDs have significantly re-1008

duced readout noise, allowing for precise charge counting of single electrons. The first effort utilizing these1009

skipper-CCDs for DM searches is the Sub-Electron-Noise Skipper-CCD Experimental Instrument (SENSEI)1010

experiment, which has reported sensitivity down to the expected ∼1MeV and whose goal is to deploy about1011

100-g of skipper-CCDs at SNOLAB [279–281]. The DArk Matter In CCDs (DAMIC-M) collaboration will1012

also employ skipper-CCDs, aiming for a 1 kg target mass [282]. Looking ahead, the SENSEI and DAMIC-M1013

collaborations have joined to propose Oscura [283], a 10 kg skipper-CCD experiment that will have significant1014

physics reach for both DM with masses ≳1MeV scattering off electrons and DM with masses ≳1 eV being1015

absorbed by electrons. Due to the ability to clearly resolve single electrons, the energy detection threshold1016

is already at its fundamental limit. Instead, the ultimate sensitivity of these experiments will be limited by1017

overall exposure, as well as a detailed understanding of low-energy physics phenomena and detector effects.1018

Phonon Detectors1019

As described above, the SuperCDMS collaboration is deploying phonon detectors and they, along with1020

similar efforts by EDELWEISS [284] and CRESST [285], are moving towards even lower thresholds, based1021

on thermal and athermal phonon readout. Most experiments are on the cusp of achieving sub-eV resolution,1022

with detectors optimized to trigger below 20 eV. Ref. [286] gives a recent overview of DM searches with eV-1023

scale energy resolutions based on R&D detectors from CRESST, EDELWEISS, SuperCDMS, and MINER.1024

SuperCDMS has developed 10 g [287] and 1 g [288] Si detectors with 3 eV resolution, and demonstrated1025

10 eV thresholds with offline triggering algorithms [288], based on W-TES athermal phonon sensors. Both1026

have placed limits on DM models that extend into the eV-scale energy range [289, 290] in NR and ER1027

channels, though resolutions are still more than an order of magnitude from the 0.5 eV target for probing1028

NR DM down to the ionization limit. Additional R&D has demonstrated noise performance equivalent to1029

200 meV resolution [291], close to 1 eV thresholds. Si is well-matched to ERDM down to 2 MeV, and1030

is competitive for elastic NR searches with other light elements such as sapphire (Al2O3) and CaWO4.1031

SuperCDMS is planning near-term tests with 1 g detectors similar to the Si HVeV with comparable baseline1032

resolution at the eV scale [266].1033

CRESST, in collaboration with the νCLEUS coherent neutrino program, has achieved 19 eV thresholds1034

in Al2O3 (sapphire) [292] and 30 eV in CaWO4 (calcium tungstate) [285] crystals, respectively, and is1035

engaged in R&D to pursue lower thresholds with smaller detectors for next-generation particle detectors.1036

The CRESST-III result [285] sets the best current constraints down to ∼200 MeV on sub-GeV DM scattering1037

elastically off nuclei.1038
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Semiconducting crystals read out by TES-based phonon sensors have recently demonstrated to have1039

single electron resolution in silicon by the SuperCDMS (Si HVeV) and EDELWEISS (Ge) collaborations,1040

showing RMS noise equivalent to 0.03 [288] and 0.53 [284] electron-holes pairs, respectively. As the band1041

gaps in Si and Ge are similar, these experiments demonstrate similar reach for DM–electron scattering and1042

absorption processes as skipper-CCD experiments. Several experiments have near-term plans to expand1043

to using novel substrates for phonon detection. SPICE, part of the TESSERACT program, is building on1044

TES-based phonon sensor work in conjunction with SuperCDMS and MINER to expand to SiO2 (quartz)1045

and sapphire substrates [293]. Diamond and silicon carbide are also useful as substrates for single charge1046

detection[294–296]. CRESST has demonstrated a diamond detector with 70 eV resolution [297] on a CVD1047

substrate, and is also planning near-term R&D to achieve sub-Gev reach in diamond. While these materials1048

have higher band gaps, which limit the mass reach of ionization-based searches to ≥5MeV, they also ensure1049

deeper impurity traps, making detectors made from these materials less susceptible to absorption of infrared1050

photons, which are known to cause excess charge backgrounds. Their high dielectric strength will allow kV-1051

scale voltage biases, which translates to charge resolution of better than 10−3 e−. Work on phonon-mediated1052

charge readout as well as direct single-charge readout have been proposed. More details are discussed in1053

[266, 298]. A further alternative is the use hydrogen-rich crystals coupled to TES readout to search for very1054

low energy H-recoils from dark matter interactions [299].1055

While NTDs and TES-based sensors have dominated phonon-readout for the last decade, new super-1056

conducting technologies are poised to broaden options of phonon readout, including Kinetic Inductance1057

Detectors (KIDs) and Magnetic Microcalorimeters (MMCs). KIDs are superconducting thin-film absorbers1058

constructed as an LC resonator in which the breaking of Cooper pairs changes their surface impedance — an1059

effect that can be measured and related to the initial deposition energy via an RF tone. Current energy1060

resolutions of <20 eV have been demonstrated, with a roadmap down to the eV-scale [300]. MMCs use thin1061

metallic-magnetic films deposited on the surface of semiconducting or scintillating crystals for fast collection1062

and sensing of athermal phonons with timescales on the order of microseconds, which enables phonon-pulse1063

shape discrimination to reduce low energy backgrounds from electron-recoils in NR searches. Near-term1064

advances to optimize for energy resolution are anticipated to achieve O(eV) energy thresholds, and tests are1065

planned for sapphire and diamond, specifically targeting sub-GeV DM searches.1066

Single Photon Detectors1067

A particularly fruitful area of collaboration between HEP, astrophysics, and photonics has been in the1068

domain of single photon counting. In the optical and NIR regime, many of the technologies discussed here1069

are closely tied to developments aimed at survey science. This synergy has also motivated the use of other1070

optical imaging technologies not only as secondary readout, but as the primary DM scattering target as well.1071

The requirement for high fill factor and quantum efficiency for future UVOIR focal planes will naturally1072

make many technologies suitable for DM detection provided the dark counts can be effectively minimized.1073

One example of this synergy is the use of superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPDs)1074

directly as the active target to probe DM that scatters off electrons in the SNSPDs and bosonic DM that is1075

absorbed in the SNSPDs [301, 302]. Using different materials, energy thresholds of 0.8 eV and 0.25 eV have1076

been demonstrated, which would extend the mass reach of of DM detectors beyond the current ∼1MeV1077

limits, and may be reduced further through subsequent R&D. A benefit of this approach is that for larger1078

energy deposits, above the eV-scale, these devices may also have sensitivity to directionality, opening a new1079

window on background discrimination. As noted above, a key challenge to overcome as this technology1080

matures will be fabricating them at a scale that is useful for DM experiments. Existing experiments rely on1081

established WSi nanowire technology for DM detection at optical and near-IR wavelengths.1082

Scintillating Detectors1083

Many crystals scintillate at optical to UV wavelengths, and a number of crystal scintillators have been1084

proposed as DM detection targets. The majority of these have not been demonstrated with low backgrounds1085

at the single photon level or with photon efficiency adequate to detect single scintillation events. For example,1086

CRESST has used scintillation from calcium tungstate crystals for ER/NR discrimination, but the low light1087

yield from events at low energy precludes the use of this detection mode below 100 eV [292]. Thus, materials1088

which primarily scintillate as a means of energy relaxation are needed, both to allow them to be used1089
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as primary detectors and to ensure high single photon detection efficiency correlates to thresholds at the1090

scintillation photon energy.1091

Organic scintillators are promising targets for sub-GeV DM detection with electron scattering [303, 304].1092

Aromatic organic compounds are naturally anisotropic due to planar carbon rings, with the lowest-energy1093

electronic wavefunctions well-approximated by linear combinations of 2pz orbitals. The typical energy of the1094

lowest excited state is a few eV, comparable to 1 eV bandgap of silicon detectors. Such detectors have strong1095

synergy with the skipper-CCD program, because a large-mass organic scintillator target can be coupled to1096

a few CCDs with appropriate light focusing; the energy of the scintillation photon lies between the 1- and1097

2-electron bins, providing some protection against dark rate backgrounds.1098

The TESSERACT project, part of the Dark Matter New Initiatives (DMNI) program, builds a pro-1099

gram around coupling TES-based phonon detectors to other novel detector materials, including superfluid1100

helium, gallium arsenide, sapphire, and silica. HeRALD (Helium Roton Apparatus for Light Dark Matter)1101

is part of the TESSERACT program and proposes to instrument a vessel of superfluid 4He for scintillation,1102

triplet excimer, phonon, and roton detection [274, 275], such that the ratios of signals may be used for1103

discrimination. The TESs can be used to detect scintillation photons and the quenching of triplet excimers.1104

Alternatively, ionizing the ejected atom and then accelerating them with an electric field, the ejected ions can1105

be calorimetrically detected by the release of the heat of adsorption, providing access to meV scale energy1106

depositions.1107

Crystal scintillators have also been identified as excellent target materials for probing DM-electron in-1108

teractions, with gallium arsenide (GaAs) perhaps being the most promising [305, 306]. TESSERACT is1109

developing GaAs as their primary target for electromagnetically-interacting DM due to the fact that it1110

has a bandgap at 1.42 eV, giving it a similar intrinsic reach to Si, and has the added benefits of intrinsic1111

radio-purity and the capability to grow it commercially in large crystals. The phonon detectors will then be1112

sensitive to the 1.33 eV scintillation photons produced by interactions in the crystal, while coincident detec-1113

tion of phonon signals enables discrimination of electronic recoil signals from nuclear recoil and heat-only1114

backgrounds. GaAs also seems to have little to no afterglow [307, 308].1115

4.4.4 Directional Detection1116

Because of our motion through a roughly stationary galactic halo, signals of DM interacting in an Earth-1117

bound experiment are expected to be directional in a highly characteristic way. This smoking-gun signature1118

should underlie the signal of whichever DM candidate is eventually discovered – the only problem is that,1119

at present, very few direct detection experiments are designed with the ability to measure it. A large-scale1120

recoil imaging detector not only provides an opportunity to discover direct evidence for DM interactions,1121

but also represents a way to conclusively confirm the nature of a detected signal as truly that of DM. A1122

corollary to this statement is that directional detection presents the optimal way to subtract known sources1123

of background that could mimic such a signal such as the neutrino fog. Directional detection can be achieved1124

either by imaging the nuclear recoil trajectory directly, or by inferring the direction from a proxy variable.1125

The most mature technique in this area is a low-density gas TPC, capable of direct recoil imaging, and1126

a central goal of the CYGNUS collaboration is working towards a competitive large-scale gas TPC for a1127

directional DM search. To realize directional DM discovery into the neutrino fog there are a few critical1128

performance benchmarks that must be attained. The most important of these are (1) angular resolution1129

better than 30◦, (2) correct head/tail recognition at a probability better than 75%, (3) electron backgrounds1130

rejected by a factor of O(105), and (4) all of those limits achieved down at sub-10-keVr energies and in as1131

high-density a gas as possible. These goals appear feasible already down to nuclear recoil energies of 8 keVr1132

in 1 atmosphere of 755:5 He:SF6 [309], by exploiting negative ion drift, and limiting the maximum drift1133

length in a 10 m3 CYGNUS TPC module to around 50 cm. In the short term, CYGNUS is building 1 m3
1134

prototypes in order to optimize the confiuration of such a 10 m3 module. Scaling up such an experiment to1135

the 1000 m3 scale needed to probe into the neutrio fog is a daunting task, but could be possible with several1136

common modules inside common shielding. Lastly, as described in [310], recoil imaging crosscuts through1137

multiple frontiers in HEP.1138

Other approaches to directional detection include anisotropic light yield in crystals, and anisotropic1139

ionization detection due to columnar recombination in liquid or gas, which have not yet been demonstrated1140

at the energies relevant for DM searches. More detail on directional detection and recoil imaging techniques1141
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can be found in [1], with longer reviews in Refs. [190, 310].1142

5 Summary and Conclusions1143

Particle DM is well-motivated, and encompasses a wealth of scenarios that can explain the observed properties1144

of DM, with characteristic mass scales from 1 eV to the Planck scale. Cosmic Frontier searches for particle1145

DM uniquely allow the observation of DM in its astrophysical environment, ensuring that detection of a new1146

particle can be connected to the DM puzzle. We have outlined an ensemble of upcoming and proposed direct1147

and indirect searches for DM that will significantly improve our sensitivity to DM signals across a broad range1148

of scenarios. Advances in calibration, modeling, and theoretical understanding of signals, backgrounds, and1149

uncertainties, will be essential to take advantage of such improvements and permit a convincing discovery.1150

A diverse and multi-scale experimental program, combined with support for complementary measurements,1151

analyses, and R&D, offers the clearest path toward a convincing detection of particle DM.1152
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A Tables of active, planned and concept Direct Detection exper-1153

iments1154

Name Technology Target Active
Mass

Experiment
Location

Start Ops End Ops

Currently Running or Under Construction

LZ TPC LXe 8,000 kg SURF 2021 2025
PandaX-4T TPC LXe 4,000 kg CJPL 2021 2025
XENONnT TPC LXe 7,000 kg LGNS 2021 2025

DEAP-3600 Scintillator LAr 3,300 kg SNOLAB 2016 202X
DAMA/LIBRA Scintillator NaI 250 kg LNGS 2003
ANAIS-112 Scintillator NaI 112 kg Canfranc 2017 2022
SABRE PoP Scintillator NaI 5 kg LNGS 2021 2022
COSINE-200 Scintillator NaI 200 kg YangYang 2022 2025

CDEX-10 Ionization
(77K)

Ge 10 kg CJPL 2016

EDELWEISS
III (High Field)

Cryo Ioniza-
tion / HV

Ge 33 g LSM 2019

SuperCDMS
CUTE

Cryo Ioniza-
tion / HV

Ge/Si 5 kg/1 kg SNOLAB 2020 2022

SuperCDMS
SNOLAB

Cryo Ioniza-
tion / HV

Ge/Si 11 kg/3
kg

SNOLAB 2023 2028

CRESST-III
(HW Tests)

Bolometer
Scintillation

CaWO4 LNGS 2020

PICO-40 Bubble
Chamber

C3F8 35 kg SNOLAB 2020

NEWS-G Gas Drift CH4 SNOLAB 2020 2025

DAMIC-M CCD Skip-
per

Si 1 kg LSM 2021 2024

SENSEI CCD Skip-
per

Si 2 g Fermilab 2019 2020

SENSEI CCD Skip-
per

Si 100 g SNOLAB 2021 2023

1155
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Name Technology Target Active
Mass

Experiment
Location

Start Ops End Ops

Planned

SABRE (North) Scintillator NaI 50 kg LNGS 2022 2027
SABRE (South) Scintillator NaI 50 kg SUPL 2022 2027
COSINE-200
South Pole

Scintillator NaI 200 kg South Pole 2023

COSINUS Bolometer
Scintillator

NaI LNGS 2023

Darkside-20k TPC LAr 30 t LNGS 2025 2030
Darwin / US
LXe G3

TPC LXe 50,000 kg undetermined 2028 2033

ARGO TPC or Scin-
tillator

LAr 300 t SNOLAB 2030 2035

GADMC TPC LAr undetermined 2030

CDEX-100 / 1T Ionization
(77K)

Ge 100-1000
kg

CJPL 202X

PICO-500 Bubble
Chamber

C3F8 430 kg SNOLAB 2021

Concept or R&D

Oscura CCD Skip-
per

Si 10 kg Si SNOLAB 2024 2028

SBC Bubble
Chamber

LAr 1 t SNOLAB 2028

SNOWBALL Supercooled
Liquid H2O

ALETHEIA TPC He China Inst.
At. Energy

TESSERACT Cryo TES He LBNL
CYGNO Gas Direc-

tional
He + CF4 0.5 - 1 kg LNGS 2024

CYGNUS Gas Direc-
tional

He +
SF6/CF4

Multiple
sites

1156
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